Robert Stevenson

ENTREPRENEUR  GLOBAL SPEAKER  AUTHOR

Expert at Building a High-Performance Culture
Improving Efficiency & Accelerating Growth
Robert is one of the most widely sought-after speakers in the world today as
well as a best-selling author. He has owned five companies and sold
internationally in over 20 countries. Robert is a man who has lived his
experiences, not just studied them and he incorporates his vast knowledge
into each of his custom designed programs.
Robert has spoken to over 2,500 companies throughout the world and his
research in the area of corporate and entrepreneurial success is extensive.
He has interviewed over 10,000 employees, managers and senior
executives in over 250 industries.
Over 2 million people have benefitted from his powerful, practical, compelling
and thought-provoking programs. He is the author of the best-selling book
How to Soar Like an Eagle in a World Full of Turkeys.
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It’s All About Delivering
Meaningful, Relevant, Solutions
With over 30 years of extensive corporate and
entrepreneurial experience, Robert Stevenson
understands what it takes to succeed. He teaches
companies how to deal with risk, competition, and the
ever-changing business environment.
Robert helps prepare companies for the 21st century.
With a powerful blend of experience, research, case
studies and competitor perspectives, Robert’s original
insights help organizations, business leaders and
associates understand how to unleash their future
potential.
“Your dynamic message and overall aura were phenomenal.
You captured the audience's attention immediately and
the standing ovation and audience engagement
were a testament to your lasting impression. “

Energy, power, content, and tangible solutions are all considerations in picking a
speaker, but what determines whether a speaker hits a home run with your audience
is much more than just those components.
A great speaker doesn’t just tell their story,

they take the time and make

the effort to understand YOUR story and unique needs.

What makes Robert Stevenson different
from other business speakers … he isn’t locked in to one topic.
Robert leads his clients through a research
process intended to identify the most relevant
issues affecting their business and then designs a
customized program specific to those findings.
Once the interviews are done and his research is
complete, Robert will be able to weave together a
truly relevant, thought-provoking, energetic and
humorous keynote that not only provides tangible,
useable solutions for your audience, but he also
sets the tone for your entire event.
Yamaha Motor Corporation - “I really appreciate how
you researched our business in advance to tailor your
materials to our needs. Your words and stories …
really ‘hit home’ with our dealers.”
To book Mr. Stevenson Contact: Sue Falcone - Remarkable! A Speakers Bureau
ofc: 888-766-3155
mobile: (336) 707-0859

